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Verse

I would define, in brief, the Poetry of words as The
Rhythmical Creation of Beauty. I ts sole arbiter is Taste.
With the Intellect or with the Conscience, it has
only collateral relations. Unless incidentally, it has
no concern whatever either with Duty or with
Truth.
-EDGAR ALLAN PoE, "The Poetic Principle " ·

Perhaps the most influential among the early Formalist stud
ies of verse was Osip Brik's i 920 lecture at OPOJAZ entitled
"Rhythm and Syntax." 1 In it he coined the term "rhythmical
impulse," which became the "focal point of the Formalist and
Structuralist conception of verse." 2 To appreciate Brik's contri
bution fully it is necessary to sketch out its historical context.
The principles of Russian versification the Formalists inher
ited were those of the great poet-theoreticians of the Symbolist
generation, A. Belyj and V. Brjusov. Though innovative in their
approach to the study of verse (Belyj , for instance, was the first
1 . Although quoted in the early twenties by many Formalists, "Ritm i sintak
sis: Materialy k izuceniju stichotvornoj reCi" was not published until 1 9 2 7 , when
it appeared in four installments in the journal Novyj Lef.
2. M . C ervenka, "Rytmicky impuls : Poznamky a komentare," z velern[ skoly
versologie: Ctyfi studie 1 9 75-83 (Prague, 1 983), pp. 52-53.
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in Russia to apply statistics to metrics) , their theories did not
satisfy the young Formalists. In their eyes, the three major fail
ings of Symbolist metrics were as follows : first, an atomistic ap
proach to verse; next, the separation of meter from rhythm; and
finally, prosodic egocentrism. The Symbolists considered the
foot the minimal unit of verse. Unable to detect any overall
gestalt in the verse under study, they arbitrarily analyzed even
the most regular verse into heterogeneous feet. This blindness
to the holistic nature of verse stemmed from their divorce of
meter from rhythm. They insisted that meter was an ideal
scheme existing prior to verse, whereas rhythm was the actual
pattern of deviations from this scheme. Because the Symbolists
attributed aesthetic value precisely to such deviations, in their
own analyses they purposely sought to segment verse into as
many different kinds of feet as possible.
To avoid the problems of Symbolist metrics, Brik's study did
away with the concept of meter entirely. Instead it treated
rhythm as the motoric or kinetic precondition of verse. "As a
scholarly term, rhythm means a particular formation of the
motor processes . . . motion shaped in a particular way."3
Rhythmic shaping is a function of quantity (the increase or
decrease in motion) and duration (the continuity or discreteness
of motion) . The projection of rhythm onto verbal material-the
kinetic organization of an utterance in terms of stresses and
intervals--constitutes what Brik terms the "rhythmical impulse."
This impulse organizes the verse as a whole, a fact that had elu
ded the Symbolist theoreticians. Only if we know the rhythmical
movement of the entire poem can we correctly identify its small
er units. Brik takes as an illustration a line from Puskin, which in
isolation seems dactylic but within the poem as a whole turns out
to be trochaic. He concludes, "one should not speak of strong
and light syllables [downbeats and upbeats] but of stressed and
unstressed ones. Theoretically, any syllable can be stressed or
unstressed ; everything depends on the rhythmical impulse."4
3. "Ritm i sintaksis," Novyj Lef, i 927, no. 3, 1 6.
4. Ibid . , i 7 .
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Brik's statement clearly reflects the iconoclastic attitude of his
Hylaean friends toward traditional accentual-syllabic versifica
tion. As they wrote in 1 9 1 3 , "we stopped seeking meters in the
· schoolbooks ; every motion generates a new, free rhythm for the
poet."5 To achieve such total rhythmical freedom, Futurist poets
manipulated language in a particular way, as they themselves
admitted. They "disregarded grammatical rules" and "shattered
syntax." It soon became evident to Brik, however, that the ma
jority of Russian verse is written in more traditional language
than zaum', language whose words are units of meaning com
bined semantically as well as prosodically.
To account for the semantic constraint upon the rhythmical
impulse in ordinary Russian verse, Brik returned to the concept
of syntax disdained by the Futurists. "Syntax," he wrote, "is the
system of combining words in ordinary language. As long as
verse language does not abandon the essential laws of prosaic
syntax these laws are obligatory for it."6 Thus, the relationship
of sound and meaning in verse is necessarily complex; it is al
ways a compromise between rhythmical and syntactic considera
tions. A verse line, in Brik's opinion, is the minimal implementa
tion of this rhythmical-syntactic compromise. It is a unit
separated from the rest of the utterance to which it belongs on
the basis of its prosodic features, but at the same time containing
syntactic connections among its elements. "A rhythmical-syntac
tic word combination differs from a purely syntactic one in that
it incorporates words into a fixed rhythmical unit (a line) ; it
differs from a purely rhythmical combination in that it links
words not only phonetically but semantically."7 Rhythmical and
syntactic requirements may coincide in verse, as when a line is a
complete sentence, or they may clash, for example, in caesuras
or enjambments. In either case, words in verse are always subject
to two sets of combinatory rules.
5. D. Burljuk, et al. , Sadok sudej I I (St Petersburg, 1 9 1 3) , reprinted in V.
Markov, ed. , Manifesty i programmy russkich futuristov (Munich, 1 967), p. 5 2 .
6. "Ritm i sintaksis," Novyj Lef, 1 92 7 , no. 5 , 3 2 .
7 . Ibid.
1 74
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The value of Brik's essay for Formalist metrics lay in its firm
grasp of the structuring principle of verse. This grasp, however,
was achieved only at the cost of considerable oversimplification,
and all subsequent Formalist studies of the topic complicated
B rik's clear-cut picture. Its first limitation was its equation of the
vehicle of rhythm with word stress alone. Obviously, in addition
to the stress within an isolated word there are a variety of
stresses belonging to higher syntactic units. Once this premise is
accepted, syntax can no longer be seen in simple opposition to
rhythm as meaning versus sound. Syntax actually consists of
both phonic and semantic strata. Furthermore, the phonology
of syntax cannot be limited to the intensity of the voice (syntactic
stress) . The voice also has pitch, whose modulation creates syn
tactic intonation. It was this aspect of verse that Ejchenbaum
examined in his study of the melodics of Russian lyric poetry.
Ejchenbaum divided the lyric into three categories according
to the role played in each by intonation. In the declamatory (rhet
orical) lyric, intonation supports the logical structure of the text;
in the conversational lyric it serves to link the verse to everyday
language. In both these types of lyric, intonation is subordinate
to other verse elements. In the third lyric type, intonation per
forms a more significant function. This is the singable (napevnyj)
lyric, which purposely imitates musical melody. In such poetry
"we observe not a simple alternation of speech intonations but a
developed system of intonation that determines the composition of
the poem more than its verbal themes ."8 Only such intonational
schemes-symmetries, repetitions, or cadences--can in Ejchen
baum's view be called melodics proper. Here intonation ceases
to be a mere epiphenomenon and becomes the organizing prin
ciple of verse-its dominant.
The semantic aspect of syntax is subordinated to intonation in
this type of lyric. For example, Vasilij Z ukovskij , a Russian poet
of the first half of the nineteenth century, exploited the syntactic
patterns of emotive language for melodic ends. Some of his
8. Melodika russkogo liriceskogo sticha (Petersburg, 1 92 2 ) , p. g.
r 75
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poems are merely a series of interrogative sentences combined
with exclamations. Afanasij Fet ( 1 820- 1 89 2 ) , in contrast, built
his melodics on intonational emphasis. To attain it he inverted
word order, repeated lexical items in significant positions (ana
phora, epiphora) and employed syntactic parallelism. With such
cases in mind, Ejchenbaum concluded that the "analysis of the
melodic style in which the role of intonation is obvious suggests
the need for a study of the role it plays in verse in general."9
The strength and the disadvantage of Ejchenbaum's study lie
in its specialization. His scheme convincingly illustrated the idea
that verse is a hierarchical structure and called attention to one
hitherto neglected element of this structure. But given its au
thor's mistrust of linguistics, the concept of syntax with which it
operated was vague, to say the least. Furthermore, by focusing
on intonation, it inevitably slighted other important factors. A
study of melodics cannot substitute for a general theory of verse.
The formulation of such a theory was left to the other
Formalists.
In 1 9 1 9 , at a lecture before the Moscow Linguistic Circle,
Boris Tomasevskij defined the role of rhythm in verse as the
"distribution of expirational energy within the limits of one
wave-the verse." 1 0 This definition is broad enough to subsume
both Brik's rhythmical impulse and Ejchenbaum's melodics. In
addition to "lexical-accentual" (slovesno-udarnyJ) and "intona
tional-syntactic" (intonacionno-frazovoj) rhythm, Tomasevskij
spoke of "harmonic" rhythm. 1 1 Borrowed from the French lin
guist Maurice Grammont ( 1 866- 1 946) , "harmony" designates
the relation between speech sound distribution and the rhyth
mical organization of the line. In verse, according to
Tomasevskij , "harmony fulfills a twofold task: first, dissimila
tion-the segmentation of speech into rhythmical periods ; sec
ond , assimilation-the evocation of the idea that the segments
thus marked are analogous." 1 2
9.
1 0.
11.
12.

Ibid . , p . 1 95.
"Pjatistopnyj jamb Puskina," 0 stiche: Stat'i (Leningrad, 1 929), p. 1 8 2 .
"Problema stichotvornogo ritma," ibid., p. 25.
Ibid . , p. 22.
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Rhyme is a good example of a harmonic correlation. On the
one hand, it demarcates one rhythmical unit (a line) from the
text, and on the other, it renders the two lines analogous
through the repetition of sounds. But rhyme is not the only such
phenomenon in verse. As Brik argued, verse is always marked
by the orchestration of speech sounds. Using Puskin's and Ler
montov's poems as examples, he showed how thoroughly poetry
is permeated with sound repetition.
Tomasevskij's attitude toward sound repetition differed con
siderably from Brik's. Tomasevskij was not interested in repeti
tion as a manifestation of the "fundamental euphonic laws" of
poetic language, but as a functional element of rhythmically
organized speech. In the Russian trochaic tetrameter, he ar
gued, even feet carry stress more often than odd ones and the
line tends to break into two colons each composed of one strong
and one weak foot. This rhythmical partition of the line is un
derscored by the distribution of vowels in Puskin's verse (where
each downbeat is stressed) :
On imel odno viden 'e
o--e

o--e

(He had a single vision) l 3

This, of course, is just one instance of the correlation of speech
sound repetition and verse rhythm, and Tomasevskij provides
many others to support his thesis that "verse 'harmony' belongs
fully within the theory of rhythm." 1 4
Not only was Tomasevskij's theory of verse rhythm more in
clusive than that of the other OPOJAZ members, but it was
constructed from the standpoint of the perceiving subject. 1 5 I n
discussing harmonic rhythm, fo r example, h e stressed its capaci
ty for evoking the idea of analogy in the subject. In this respect
he departed considerably from both Brik and Ejchenbaum. Brik
13.
14.
15.
puls ,"

Ibid . , p. 2 3 .
Ibid., p. 2 4 .
For a detailed discussion of this topic see M. Cervenka, "Rytmicky im
pp. 73-84.
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arrived at his concept of the rhythmical impulse from the per
spective of the creating subject. The kinetic organization of the
verse (the regular distribution of word stresses in it) engenders
motor processes that are present during its generation. The per
ceiver merely re-presents this original motion in his or her read
ing. It might seem that Ohrenphilologie had reversed this hier
archy in stressing the aural perception of verse, so that the
perceiving subject was its point of departure as well, but this
shift was purely a heuristic device. Sievers's experiments with
recitation in fact served as the basis for reconstructing what he
took to be the correct authorial reading. And Ejchenbaum delib
erately bracketed off the act of perception, seeking only the
"objective" preconditions of verse melodics that he identified
with syntax: "Independent of individual nuances in reading,
syntactic structure is a totally objective fact and syntactic intona
tion, within the bounds of our requirements, is obligatory." 1 6
This reduction o f verse to its "objective" preconditions was
clearly unacceptable to Tomasevskij . "We do not recognize verse
through immediate perception," he argued in the opening para
graph of Russian Versification. " 'Verse-quality' [priznak stichotvor
nosti] is generated not solely from the objective attributes of
poetic language, but from the conditions of its artistic percep
tion as well, from the hearer's judgment about it based on his
taste." 1 7 Thus, the starting point of metrics should not be
rhythm as such but its constitution in the perceiver's conscious
ness.
At the most abstract level, rhythm is experienced when a
"phenomenon becomes arranged in 'periods' that are perceived
as 'isochronous,' whereas in objective time they may be un
equal." 1 8 This is a generalization of Tomasevskij's observations
on the twofold task of "harmonic rhythm" discussed earlier. The
constitution of rhythm in the perceiver's consciousness has both
dissimilative and assimilative aspects. It dissolves the utterance
1 6 . Melodika russkogo lirileskogo sticha, p. 1 6.
1 7 . Russkoe stichosloienie: Metrika (Petersburg, 1 923), p. 7 .
1 8. "Ritm prozy," 0 stiche, p. 258.
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into distinct rhythmical periods and at the same time, by render
ing these periods rhythmically equivalent, reconstitutes the ut
terance. In terms of the inner experience of time, this act can be
described as a continuous interplay of expectations and fulfill
ments. The reading of a "long series of repeated, analogous
lines creates a sort of rhythmical inertia in the perceiver, a
scheme of 'prosodic expectations.' " 1 9 Expectation alone is insuf
ficient for the arousal of rhythm in consciousness : "Regularity
distinguishes rhythmical speech from unorganized, unregulated
speech only if the formed complex of phonic phenomena . . .
recurs and is perceived as similar, thus enforcing in perception
the sensation of this 'regularity.' " :.fhe fulfillment of expecta
tions, the " 'recognition' at every moment of a recurring reg
ularity," must accompany the original expectation for the
emergence of rhythm in the perceiver's consciousness. 20
Conceptualized so generally, however, the notion of rhythm
clearly exceeds the sphere of metrics. The experience of rhythm
as just described occurs not only in poetry but in the other
temporal arts, as well as in extra-artistic areas. Second, "rhythm"
in Tomasevskij's usage refers to the "objective" stratum of rhyth
mical experience, the real phonic sequence that the perceiver
faces. In its actual physical heterogeneity, this stratum inevitably
defies systematic description. According to Tomasevskij ,
"rhythm can only be concrete, can be based only on the elements
of phonation that we hear or actually take into account in both
rhythmical and nonrhythmical speech. " 2 1 In this respect, rhythm
is a singular phenomenon : every utterance, every line, can have
its own rhythm based on the repetition of any phonic element. In
relation to verse, Tomasevskij prefers not to use the term
"rhythm" but to speak instead of the "rhythmical impulse."
As I pointed out earlier, the concept of the rhythmical impulse
was introduced into Formalist terminology by Osip Brik. With
Tomasevskij , however, it acquired quite a different meanmg.
19. "Pjatistopnyj jamb Puskina," p. 1 4 2 .
2 0 . "Ritm prozy," p. 260.
2 1 . "Problema stichotvornogo ritma," p. 1 3 .
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Whereas Brik's rhythmical impulse pertained to the motor pro
cess generating verse, Tomasevskij's pertained to the process of
interaction between verse and its perceiver. In this new meaning,
the rhythmical impulse is an abstraction from the actual rhythm
perceived by the subject. The isochronism of verse periods im
plies a selection among phonic features, the designation of those
to be considered equal. Tomasevskij calls these "rhythm-creating
elements." Thus, verse, in "dissolving itself into periods that are
subjectively evaluated as equivalent, maintains the law common
to all periods and orders its rhythm-creating elements analo
gously. " 22 This reduction of all phonic data to those that are
rhythm-creating, and hence regularly repeated throughout a
poem, limits considerably the number of rhythmical possibilities
and provides the perceiver with a grid or skeletal structure within
which the interplay of expectations and fulfillments takes place.
_ For under these conditions "rhythm is perceived against the
background of an average rhythmical scheme, the most frequent,
most expected one. We shall call this rhythmical expectation
created in our perception by the aggregate effect of a series of
recited lines, this 'general idea' about the rhythmical character of
a poem, the rhythmical impulse. " 2 3
It must be stressed, however, that Tomasevskij distinguished
rhythm in general from the rhythmical impulse proper to verse
not only on intrinsic criteria. The heterogeneous phonic ele
ments whose repetition constitutes rhythm lack a social and his
torical dimension. As rhythm occurs outside language, virtually
any phonic feature can serve as its vehicle, but verse language is a
linguistic phenomenon and its repertoire of rhythm-creating
elements is necessarily restricted by the social nature of language.
"Language," in Tomasevskij's view, "is what links the speaker to
the hearer. The speaker not only utters words but also listens to
them, and the hearer is not absolutely passive in his listening.
Language is apprehended because the hearer knows it. The
2 2 . "Ritm prozy," p. 260.
23. Russkoe stichoslof.enie, p. 65.
1 80
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sounds reaching his ears are signals for him to recognize the
speech as an utterance that he could have made himself. The
most passive listening is always 'accompanied by an activity
inner speech. Thus, reception and production inextricably com
prise any linguistic fact. Only those features copresent in pronun
ciation and perception can be essential to language. Only this
link-the consonance of the utterer and the hearer-is real lan
guage. " 2 4 In terms of the theory of verse, not every linguistic
idiosyncrasy of interlocutors (such as a poet's stammer), but only
those that are obligatory for both utterer and hearer, can become
rhythm-creating elements in verse. This premise was elaborated
in detail by Jakobson in a book on Czech metrics written about the
same time as Tomasevskij's remarks (see below pp. 238-40) . It
became the cornerstone of his phonological metrics, which
Tomasevskij himself embraced in the mid- 1 9 2os.
The social nature of literature and the history of verse impose
another constraint on the selection of rhythm-creating elements.
In encountering a poem, for example, hearers or readers are
usually not a tabula rasa, innocent minds exposed to verse for the ,
first time. Almost always they carry with them the memory of
their previous dealings with poems, a backlog of literary educa
tion, tradition, and so forth. The fact that they are willing to see
the various lines of a poem as comparable, even if quite dissimilar,
indicates that the constitution of the rhythmical impulse has at its
basis some canonized set of rhythmical conventions. This for
Tomasevskij is "meter." Metrical norms function similarly to
linguistic ones in the perception of verse rhythm. They "make the
comparison [of verse units] easier by highlighting those features
whose apprehension yields material for appraising the equiv
alence of speech periods. The goal of these norms is to provide a
prearranged system for organizing the system of phonations, that neces
sary conventionality which links the poet with his audience and
helps his rhythmical intentions to be perceived." 2 5
24. "Problema stichotvornogo ritma," p. 30.
25. Ibid . , p. i 1 .
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In using the concept of meter, however, Tomasevskij did not
revert to the Symbolist dichotomy of meter and rhythm. For him,
the two were not absolutely distinct: "It is clear that the study of a
norm cannot be separated from the study of actual possibilities,
the concrete forms of the phenomenon that are subject to this
norm. " 2 6 The actual implementation of a metrical norm is not a
series of deviations from an untenable ideal but a set of tenden
cies complying to one degree or another with this norm. Thus,
Tomasevskij's i 9 1 9 study of Puskin's iambic pentameter mea
sures statistically the tendency of syllables to be stressed. As might
be expected, odd syllables are stressed only exceptionally; even
ones are much more frequently stressed, but even these are not
stressed equally. Only the last syllable (or the penultimate one in
feminine endings) carries an obligatory stress, because "this syllable is the boundary of the rhythmical series (the line) and subse
quent syllables . . . do not continue this series but lie outside of
it. " 2 7 On all the other even syllables, stress is distributed accord
ing to poetic style. Puskin's iamb differs in this respect from the
iambs of other nineteenth-century poets, and even the propor
tion of stressed syllables varies in different stages of his career.
Tomasevskij 's conception of meter also differs from the Sym
bolists' in its relativism. Different languages inevitably employ
different prosodic elements as vehicles of the "same meter." And
even within a single poetic tradition the metrical system changes
in time. The change is triggered by shifts in the hierarchy of what
Tomasevskij calls primary and secondary features of verse. A
primary feature is a regular distribution of one phonic element
canonized by a given metrical convention. "Thus, in classical
[Russian] metrics, the canonized element of sound ordered ac
cording to the metrical norms is accent." 2 8 Because verse lan
guage is a complex structure of correlated elements, the can
onized ordering of one phonic feature entails the regular
distribution of others. This patterning, though often vague or
26. "Stich i ritm : Metodologiceskie zameeanija," 0 stiche: Stat'i, pp. 53-54.
27. "Pjatistopnyj jamb Puskina," p. 1 4 1 .
28. "Problema stichotvornogo ritma," p . 8.
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subliminal, creates the secondary features of verse, that is, its
actual rhythm. Such a clear-cut distinction between primary and
secondary features exists only at the moment when a particular
metrical system is generally accepted as the only one possible.
When its authority begins to be questioned , the secondary fea
tures come to the fore. Poets realize that "it is possible to write
verse governed only by secondary features, that an utterance can
sound like verse even without meter. " 2 9 Ultimately such a situation
leads to the abandonment of the previous metrical norm and the
establishment of one of the secondary features as a rhythm
creating element.
Given the paramount role of meter in generating the rhyth
mical impulse, it is not remarkable that Tomasevskij considered it
the "specific differentia of verse vis-a-vis prose."3 0 But insofar as
he defined verse as the implementation of a specific metrical
norm, he was unable to account for its overall unity. It was
impossible for him to say what iambic and trochaic verse have in
common, or, given the geographical and historical relativity of
meters, what the connection is between, say, iambic verse in
different languages or different historical periods. Therefore,
Tomasevskij introduced the concept of verse language, which
unites metrically disparate verse on the basis of other shared
properties. For instance, "in contemporary European practice
the custom was established of writing verse in even lines differ
entiated by capital letters, and to print prose in continuous lines
without breaks. Despite the heterogeneity of graphia and living
speech, this fact is significant, because there are specific linguistic
associations with writing. The segmentation of the utterance into
'lines,' periods whose phonic potential is comparable or even
identical in very simple cases, is evidently the distinctive feature
of verse language."3 1
This fact, however, does not imply that prose written as verse
will always and everywhere be perceived as such, or vice versa.
29. Ibid . , p. g.
30. Ibid . , p. l o.
3 i . Ibid., p. 1 1 .

I
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The customary graphic arrangement merely signals to the Euro
pean reader one formal difference between verse and prose, but
does not establish either of them. Only the projection of an
utterance against the current metrical norm can do that. For
Tomasevskij meter is a relative category; therefore, "there is no
hard boundary between prose and verse."3 2
Tomasevskij's claim was almost immediately challenged by
Jurij Tynjanov, who devoted an entire monograph entitled The
Problem of Verse Language to discovering a factor capable of differ
entiating verse from prose. However, Tynjanov's argument with
Tomasevskij did not involve a radically different view of verse
language. As I shall show, the two were quite close on many
essential issues, but the logic of Tynjanov's systemic metaphor
and his insights into the semantic dimension of verse led him to
different conclusions.
As I argued in the preceding chapter, the key concept of
Tynjanov's poetics was the literary system. Understood as a hier
archical set of variables, it consisted of a series of correlated
subsystems (for example, genres) , which in turn consisted
of individual work-systems. Tynjanov related the interdepen
dent variables through the concept of "function." Thus, every
work exhibits a particular function-a correlation of the domi
nant constructive factor with the subordinate material. This
function, dubbed by Tynjanov the "principle of construction,"
goes beyond the level of the single work. It unites individual
works into literary subsystems-interdependent variables in the
overall literary system. This system is not simply a logical con
struct; it has a historical correlate-the series of actual literary
forms evolving in time. 33 These forms are not just accidents of
history that cannot be systematically studied ; they are embodi
ments of specific functions and their continuity or change is
3 2 . Russkoe stichosloienie, p. 9.
33. For Tynjanov's discussion of the relation between form and function, see
especially "O literaturnoj evoljucii," Archaisty i novatory (Leningrad, 1 929), pp.
38-4 1 .
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indicative of relations among the variables within the literary
system.
From this perspective, the Formalist Tynjanov held that verse
language should not be treated as a form alone, but also as a
function. The fact that poetry, unlike prose, has long been writ
ten in even lines betrays a fundamental functional difference
between them. For Tynjanov, verse and prose were the two most
general literary subsystems constituted through the inversion of
their respective principles of construction. "In verse the pivotal
constructive factor is rhythm and the material (in a broad sense) is
the semantic grouping; in prose the constructive factor is the seman
tic grouping (the plot) and the material is the rhythmical (in the
broad sense) elements of the word. "34 The opposition between
prose and poetry is thus not absolute but a function of the literary
system as a whole. As the system evolves, the "time may come
when it will be inessential whether a work is written in verse or
prose, but as long as the distinction between prose and poetry
remains palpable, their two contrastive principles of construction
coexist within the literary system. 35
Because by definition the principle of construction is always a
correlation of two elements-in the case of verse, rhythm and
meaning--one cannot adequately describe verse by describing
only its dominant component, rhythm. On this point Tynjanov
departs significantly from Tomasevskij , who confined his poetic
study to metrics, a "discipline . . . studying the principles that
underlie the ordering of actual rhythm."36 Tynjanov believed the
theory of verse language must also include verse semantics, which
is a "discipline concerned with the meanings of words and verbal
groups, and their evolution and shift in poetry."37 The deforma
tion of meaning in verse distinguishes it from prose as signifi34. "Literaturnyj fakt," ibid . , p. 1 5.
35. "O literaturnoj evoljucii," p. 39.
36. Russkoe stichosloienie, p. 1 1 .
37. "Predislovie k knige Problema stichovoj semantiki, " Poetika, istorija literatury,
kino (Moscow, 1 977), p. 253 .

.l
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candy as the dominance of rhythm. According to Tynjanov,
"prose and poetry are enclosed semantic categories ; prosaic
meaning is always distinct from poetic meaning, and conse
quently poetic syntax and even its vocabulary are also essentially
different from those of prose. "38 By systematically examining the
meaning of the lexical units that make up verse, Tynjanov went
beyond the other OPOJAZ members who (beginning with Brik)
claimed they were including semantics within their schemes. In
fact, these Formalists reduced semantics to syntax, the rules for
combining words into more complex meaningful wholes, and
neglected the actual lexical content of the words involved.
Tynjanov's treatment of rhythm, however, did not differ
much from that of the other Formalists. In conceiving of it pri
marily as a "motor-energic" phenomenon, he was quite close to
Brik. Instead of speaking of verse isochronism (whether objec
tive or subjective), he treated rhythmical segmentation as a
quantity of labor or energy expended. 39 As we have seen, the
idea of verbal art as energy-extensive language was the basis for
S klovskij's conception of artistic de-familiarization, but in his
purposive explanation of art the significance of rhythm lay in its
effect upon the perceiver. Rhythmical irregularities were sup
posed to frustrate the reader's expectations, thus requiring
more effort on his or her part. In Tynjanov's systemic meta
phor, on the other hand, rhythm participates in the constructive
function-a hierarchical correlation with other elements of the
work. Here the labor involved in the rhythmical organization of
verse seems to be the energy source for the ongoing struggle for
domination of its elements.
Tynjanov's conception of rhythm was perfectly in keeping
with his overall antisubstantialist position. As energy, rhythm
cannot be identified with any of the phonic elements constitut
ing verse. Rather, it is a system-a dynamic interplay of many
factors : " 'Rhythm' [is] the entire dynamics of the poem compris38. "O kompozicii Evgenija Onegina," ibid., p. 55.
39. Problema stichotvomogo jazyka (Leningrad, i 9 24), p. i 29-33.
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ing the interactions among meter (accentual scheme) , linguistic
relations (syntax) , and sound relations (repetitions) ."4 0 Among
these, Tynjanov claimed, meter plays the dominant role. Al
though this apparently echoes Tomasevskij's belief in the para
mount significance of meter for verse, a closer scrutiny reveals a
difference. In Tynjanov's view, what dominates rhythm is not
meter as a system of regularly alternating prosodic features, but
rather the "principle of meter," in other words, the "dynamic
grouping of verbal material according to a prosodic feature.
Most elementary and basic to this is the singling out of some
metrical group as a unit. This act also prepares dynamically for
the isolation of a subsequent, similar group. If this metrical
preparation is realized we get a metrical system."4 1 Even if this
preparation is not realized in the subsequent group, even if the
metrical system is absent (as in free verse), we are still dealing
with verse language. " 'Unrealized preparation' is also a dyna
mizing instance. Meter is preserved in the form of a metrical
impulse. Every 'nonrealization' involves a metrical regrouping:
either as a coordination of the two units (carried out pro
gressively) or as a subordination (carried out regressively) . . . .
Here the meter as a system is replaced by meter as a dynamic
principle, namely, the set toward meter, the equivalent of
meter. "4 2
As the term "metrical impulse" indicates, Tynjanov's "meter"
covered what Tomasevskij perceived to be two separate catego
ries. In the sense of "metrical system," it coincided roughly with
Tomasevskij's notion of meter, but as the "equivalent of meter,"
it overlapped with Tomasevskij' s "rhythmical impulse." For
Tomasevskij the rhythmical impulse alone could not constitute
verse ; for Tynjanov the principle of meter would.43 This vari40. "Ob osnovach kino," Poetika, istorija literatury, kino, p. 34 1 .
4 1 . Problema stichotvornogo jazyka, p . 30.
42. Ibid.
43. Apparently in the mid-twenties, perhaps under Tynjanov's influence,
Tomasevskij modified his position somewhat. Thus in 1 925 he was willing to
concede that "Majakovskij's verse is constrained merely by its rhythmical im
pulse" ("Stich i ritm," p. 59).
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ance reflects the difference in Tomasevskij 's and Tynjanov's ori
entations. Tomasevskij proceeded from concrete verse forms,
concentrating on their heterogeneity, whereas Tynjanov pro
ceeded from the general category of the literary system. Striving
to discover the identity of verse as a function within this overall
system, Tynjanov concentrated on what poems have in common.
Naturally then, Tynjanov rejected features that were charac
teristic of verse at one point but later disappeared. Meter, in the
sense of a prosodic system, was such a case. "In a certain literary
system the function of verse was fulfilled by the formal element
of meter. But prose diversified and evolved, and so did verse.
The diversification of one type of [sound-meaning] correlation
involves, or better, is linked to the diversification of another type
of correlation. The rise of metrical prose (with Andrej Belyj) was
connected to the transference of the verse function from meter
to other features of verse that were often secondary or concomi
tant, such as the rhythm-demarcating verse units, particular syn
tactic forms, or vocabulary. The function of prose or verse re
mains, but the formal elements fulfilling it are different."44
Thus, in a seeming paradox, Tynjanov reversed the hierarchy
between central and peripheral features as markers of verse.
Because central features are always the prime victims of histor
ical change, the identity of a verse system lies in its peripheral
features, in those elements that despite changes in the center
continue to distinguish it from prose. "The principle of con
struction is revealed not in the maximum conditions comprising
it, but in the minimal ones. For it is obvious that these minimal
conditions are the ones intrinsic to the given construction and in
them we should seek the key to the specific character of the
construction. "45 Free verse, then, belongs to the verse system
despite the fact that it does not correspond to any metrical sys
tem. By segmenting a continuous utterance into rhythmical pe
riods it transforms the verbal material according to the same
principle as metrically regular verse.
44. "O literaturnoj evolj ucii," p. 59.
45. Problema stichotvornogo jazyka, p. i 7 .
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There is, however, one important difference between free
verse and more traditional verse forms. In metrically regular
verse, recurrent rhythmical units tend to be smaller than those
of free verse. They are the syllable, foot, and hemistich, whereas
in verse organized solely by the metrical principle, the basic unit
is the entire line. In the absence of any prosodic system, the only
marker of such a unit is its graphic form. In free verse "graphics
plays a special role, for it stands not only for the rhythm but for
the metrical unit as well. Here graphics is the signal of a line, of
rhythm, and by the same token of metrical dynamics-the indis
pensable condition of rhythm."46 For this reason, Tynjanov, un
like Tomasevskij , ascribed major importance to the graphic
form of verse. Graphic form provides the minimal conditions
for the rise of rhythm as the dominant factor of verse construc
tion.
Tynjanov believed that not only rhythm, the constructive fac
tor of verse, was reducible to its graphic form, but the subordi
nate material-that is, the semantic groups within it, was as well.
In Puskin's poetry, for example, a series of dots sometimes re
places a line or a group of lines, as in the original version of the
thirteenth stanza of "To the Sea" :
The world has emptied . . . . . . .

Here, three and one-half lines of dots serve as the graphic equiv
alent of the same expanse of words. This substitution is purely
graphic; no oral rendition is possible. The voice has at its dis
posal only a pause-a silence indicating the absence of words.
The graphic equivalent signals the presence of this absence, and
in doing so carries the metrical energy of the verse. "Obviously,
the successive segmentation and reunification of metrical ele
ments . . . does not occur [here]. The meter is given only as a
46. Ibid., p. 3 i .
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sign, a potential that is hard to detect. To us, however, the frag
ment and the dots are equal to the entire stanza and we perceive
the lines of the following stanza . . . precisely as the following
stanza. That is, a stanza has elapsed between the fragment com
mencing the stanza discussed and the next stanza, and the frag
ment carries the metrical energy of the whole stanza."47 As long
as the semantically empty dots serve the constructive principle
and fulfill the function of actual words, they are a minimal
equivalent of the material in the verse construction.
Earlier I suggested that Tynjanov conceived of verse rhythm
as a system composed not only of the dominant meter but of
other rhythmical factors. The most important of these are sound
repetition and rhyme, which Tomasevskij included under the
rubric of harmonic rhythm, as we have seen. For Tomasevskij ,
sound repetition and rhyme operate on the principle of expecta
tion and fulfillment, thus performing the twofold task of rhyth
mical dissimilation and assimilation. Tynjanov considered them
only secondary rhythmical factors because the proportion of
progressive and regressive forces they command differs from
that of meter. In meter, the progressive force is most important.
It in itself is capable of generating rhythm, as in free verse,
where the regressive realization of the initial expectation is for
ever frustrated. The perception of sound repetition is just the
opposite. It lacks all progressive force or, as Tynjanov cautiously
added in a footnote, it "is extremely weak. "48 We usually do not
expect a sound to be repeated. In rhyme, on the other hand,
both forces-regressive and progressive-operate. Neverthe
less, Tynjanov argues that here regression is the primary factor.
This claim may require some clarification. One could object
that in a regularly rhymed and strophically organized poem the
progressive force is paramount: the reader has every expecta
tion of the recurrence of a rhyming ending. For Tynjanov, how
ever, this situation merely shows rhyme under maximal condi47. Ibid . , p. 24.
48. Ibid . , p. i 2 8.
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tions. In texts with looser rhyme and strophic schemes, the
reader's expectation that some subsequent lines will conclude
with a group of sounds similar to those he or she is presently
perceiving drops considerably. Tynjanov illustrates this claim
with a poem of Tjutcev's in which a rhyme separated by five
verse lines passes by virtually unnoticed. 49 What accounts for
the weak effect of this rhyme is the lack of expectation on the
reader's part, for he or she realizes it only regressively, and then
only if he or she has retained the first rhyming ending over an
interval of five lines. Rhyme, moreover, is secondary to meter
because it depends on prior metrical segmentation : the rhyming
sounds occupy the same positions within lines that have already
been metrically delimited .
All utterances organized according to the constructive princi
ple of verse just outlined exhibit, according to Tynjanov, four
essential features. 5 0 The first he calls the unity of the verse sequence
[rjad] , which is created by metrically isolating a particular seg
ment from the continuous speech chain. Through this segmen
tation the second property of verse language arises, namely, the
density of the verse sequence. The isolation of a metrical segment
from its linguistic context brings its constitutive elements closer
together: new connections among them, nonexistent before this
segmentation, are established. This explains "why the quan
titative content of a verse sequence must be limited. A unit that is
quantitatively excessive either loses its boundaries or itself be
comes segmented into other units. In both cases, however, it
ceases to be a unit."5 1 The unity and density of the verse se
quence generate the third feature of verse construction-the dy
namization of the verbal material. The segmentation of an utter
ance int� recurring rhythmical units makes the semantic units
similar to each other not only because of their meanings but also
because of their phonic and gramm a tical features, position in
the line, and so forth. In the progressive-regressive buildup of
49. Ibid . , p. 34.
50. Ibid., p. 47.
5 1 . Ibid . , p. 39.
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the line, words and their groupings cease to be mere carriers of
infinitely repeatable meanings and turn into heterogeneous en
tities whose multiple facets are constantly foregrounded in the
ongoing process of rhythmical permutation.
The most difficult to grasp of Tynjanov's four features of
verse construction is the successivity of its verbal material. In the first
place, he opposes it to the simultaneity of the verbal material of
prose. Language is a temporal medium, so the verbal material of
any speech construction must be successive. In Tynjanov's
usage, however, the words "successivity" and "simultaneity" re
fer not to the medium itself but to the mode of its perception . In
prose, the dominant set toward semantics prevents us from per
ceiving the utterance as a process. The successivity of its ele
ments is there merely to help us grasp the meaning of the utter
ance in its totality. This perception of wholeness occurs only
after the utterance is finished and we retain all of its elements in
our consciousness as a simultaneous whole. In verse, with its
dynamized verbal material, the goal sought is not a simultaneous
meaning but the sequence itself, the rhythmical unfolding of the
verbal material. Such speech is perceived as a process-a contin
uous correlation of different facets of language whose hetero
geneity resists any final semantic summation.
But amazingly, at the same time Tynjanov claims that in prose
"time is perceptible," whereas in verse "time is not perceptible at
all."5 2 Here we are confronted by apparent oxymorons : the
"temporal simultaneity" of prose and the "atemporal suc
cessivity" of verse. This contradictory notion arises from the fact
that Tynjanov was really talking about two different temporal
strata: the temporality involved in the perception of the artistic
medium and the temporality of the extralinguistic semantic
groupings that occur in it. This extralinguistic temporal stratum
is especially important in prose, where such groupings are the
dominant constructive factor. Through a series of gradual se52. Ibid . , p. i 1 9.
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mantic buildups, the reader constitutes characters and events
whose causal-temporal relations (the story) present one tem
poral flux. In addition to the indirect experience of temporal
flow presented in the story lfabula), the reader experiences di
rectly the flux of the plot (sjuiet) . That the reader is simul
taneously aware of both of them is apparent in Gogol's short
•
story "The Nose," in which the "decelerated . . . narrative about
the barber Ivan Jakovlevic eating bread and onions produces a
comical effect because too much of the (literary) time is devoted
to it."53 In verse language dominated by rhythm, semantics (in
the broad sehse) is merely a subordinate material. The con
stitutive elements of verse construction are organized primarily
through their rhythmical permutations, and the experience of
time in the story-plot interaction is largely missing. Moreover,
as these permutations are an ongoing process, there are no
breaks in its perception dividing the temporal continuum into
"now" and "then" points. Every moment is simultaneously a
function of its future (progressive preparation) and its past (the
regressive realization of a previous preparation) . Tynjanov's
claim about the imperceptibility of time in poetry refers there
fore to the fact that the unfolding of an entire verse construction
takes place in a single perceptual "now" suspended from the
temporal flow.
The discussion of temporal perception in prose and verse
occurs in the second half of Tynjanov's monograph , which is
concerned with the· effects of verse construction on lexical mean
ing. The fact that he originally planned to call his book The
Problem of Verse Semantics indicates how crucial he considered this
part to be. The nearly six decades that have passed since its
publication have rendered Tynjanov's many revolutionary in
sights about verse semantics commonplaces in modern literary
scholarship, but within the context of Russian Formalism their
value is unquestionable. And though Tynjanov's metrics often
depended upon discoveries made by other members of the
53. Ibid.
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movement, his study of verse semantics is without any doubt an
original contribution to Formalist poetics.54
Tynjanov's analysis of verse meaning was firmly rooted in his
systemic metaphor, according to which every phenomenon is
relational. For semantics this meant that "it is not necessary to
proceed from the word as the single indivisible element of verbal
art, to regard it as the 'bricks with which an edifice is built.' This
element is analyzable into much finer 'verbal elements. "'55 Hence,
as with rhythm, verbal meaning is a system of hierarchically
correlated factors-semantic features.
The first distinction Tynjanov drew was that between the
"basic feature" and the "secondary features" of semantics. A
basic feature is a general lexical category common to all the
usages of a word and hence guaranteeing its semantic identity.
This identity is purely semantic, for though homophones share
the same outer form, they do not share their basic semantic
feature. Drawing a parallel with phonology, Tynjanov saw the
"concept of the basic feature in semantics as analogous to that of
the phoneme. "56
The secondary features of meaning can be divided into the
"vacillating" and the "steady. " The former are a function of the
immediate linguistic context in which the word appears. Every
speech construction semantically colors the words which com
pose it by furnishing them with (slightly) different connota
tions. Steady secondary features are a function of a broader
social context: the milieu from which the word comes (slangs,
dialects, and so forth). Tynjanov calls it the "lexical coloring of
the word" and claims that it is " discernible only outside the activity
and situation which it characterizes. " Finally, in synthetic languages
like Russian, words are usually composed of two parts : the "ref54. This, of course, does not mean that Tynjanov's semantic theory is without
any intellectual predecessors. As the footnotes to his book indicate, he adopted
some of his most important notions from French and German students of lan
guage: M. Brea!, C. Bally , ] . Vendryes, H. Paul, A. Rosenstein, and W. Wundt, to
name a few.
55. Problema stichotvornogo jazyka, p. 35.
56. Ibid., p. 52; p. i 34.
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erential" (vescestvennyJ) part that carries the semantic charge of
the word, and the "formal" part-the vehicle of its grammatical
meaning.57
The domination of rhythm in verse tends to realign the hier
archy of semantic features in its words according to their verse
function. The unity and density of the verse sequence is perhaps
the most obvious cause of such a semantic shift. In a verse con
struction the rhythmical and semantic divisions need not coin
cide, and syntactically related words may be separated by metri
cal bou11daries. Enjambment is a case in point. A word separated
from its context and incorporated into a metrical sequence gains
strong new connotations because of the density of the sequence.
An interaction of rhythm and semantics also occurs within
segments smaller than the line, for example, feet and syllables.
If a line is composed of words whose boundaries coincide with
foot boundaries, every word turns into a rhythmical unit (a foot)
and its syntactic relation to other words weakens . Such word-feet
tend to be perceived as if in isolation, so that their basic semantic
features are intensified . 58 Caesura, an obligatory word bound
ary after a particular syllable, is another rhythmical division ca
pable of interfering with semantics if, for example, the concomi
tant intonational pause divides words that are syntactically
closely related. Thus, in Lermontov's line
No ne s toboj I ja serdcem govorj u
(But not t o you I with m y heart I speak)

such a pause (accompanied by a seeming parallelism of the two
hemistychs) even leads to a misreading (a "secondary semasio
logization" in Tynjanov's terms), attested to by the fact that two
years after the poet's death this line was printed as :
No ne s toboj , I -ja s serdcem govorj u

57· Ibid., pp. 56-57 ; p. 58; p. 56.
58. Ibid . , p. 7 1 .
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(But not to you , I to my heart I speak)59

The lexical coloring of words (a steady secondary feature)
enjoys a special position in the semantics of Russian verse. It
results from the strong influence of liturgical Church Slavonic
on literary Russian. Lomonosov's linguistic reform of the eigh
teenth century and his theory of three styles identified the high
style with the use of Church Slavonic vocabulary. Although in
modern Russian this factor has decreased considerably, there
are still many cases in which a poet can play on the synonymity
or homonymity of Russian and Church Slavonic words. Lexical
coloring can even become a dominant semantic feature when
the Church Slavonic word is no longer understandable to the
reader but still carries the lofty, liturgical connotations belong
ing to that tongue. Vocabulary drawn from other foreign lan
guages, proper names characterizing foreign cultures, or even
Russian words connected to a particular region, trade, or milieu
fulfill a similar function. All of them foreground secondary fea
tures in the words with which they comprise a verse sequence.
In addition to the semantic features that I have discussed so
far, the word consists of referential and formal parts. Their
relation, or more precisely, the change in this relation caused by
rhythm, is equally important for verse semantics. Here second
ary rhythmical factors-sound repetition and rhyme-play a
central role . Needless to say, for Tynjanov these devices are
complex phenomena, and in studying them he takes into ac
count the proximity of repeated sounds and rhymes, their rela
tionship to meter, the quantity and quality of the sounds uti
lized, the part of the word in which they occur, and the general
character of the word. 50
Sound repetitions affect lexical meaning in many ways, for
instance, through the mimetic and expressive sound patterns
that the early Formalists found espec!ally intriguing. Tynjanov,
59. Ibid . , p. 63.
60. Ibid., pp. 102 and 1 09.
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however, was less interested in this direct link between the phon
ic and semantic aspects of individual words than in their rela
tionship in words interlocked in a verse sequence. For example,
his commentary on the line
Unylaja pora,
(Doleful time ,

lt

ocej ocarovan'e
the charm of eyes)

provides a good explanation of this phenomenon. " 'Ocej ocaro
van' e' is a group united both metrically and phonically, and we
perceive the sounds ocej, oea- as comparable. This perception
involves two successive moments : the recognition in the word
ocarovan ' e [charm] of an element from the previous word and the
uniting of the two words into a group. In this, the referential
part of the word ocarovan ' e becomes colored through its strong
linkage to the referential part of ocej [eyes] . It is as if the first
stage in the redistribution of the referential and formal parts
had
taken place, in this case, as though we derived ocarovan' e from the
root oci. "6 1
Obviously, sound repetitions need not be limited to con
tiguous words. They may permeate an entire verse construction ;
b y rendering words phonically similar they dynamize their ver
bal material, and through a regressive movement make this ma
terial successive. Summing up the role of sound repetition in
verse semantics, Tynjanov wrote that its "evocation of the vac
illating features of meaning (through the redistribution of the
referential and formal parts of the word) and transformation of
the utterance into an amalgamated, correlated whole, cause me
to view them as a particular kind of rhythmical metaphor. "62
The role of rhyme in verse semantics is to some degree similar
to that of sound repetition. There are, however, certain dif
ferences between the two, the stronger progressive force of
rhyme being the most important. Because of the anticipation
raised by the first rhyming member, rhyme is capable of de.
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6 i . Ibid . , p. 1 07.
62. Ibid., p. 1 08.
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forming not only the meaning of the rhymed words but also the
"direction of the utterance itself." Put differently, the very play
on the fulfillment or frustration of expectations in an actual
rhyme can of itself motivate the unfolding of a lyrical "plot"
outside of any story. The poem seems to come about only as an
exercise in rhyming. Moreover, because of their fixed positions,
rhyming words tend to retain their relative independence : they
do not interpenetrate or amalgamate as do words in a sound
repetition. "The moment of juxtaposition, comparison, " wrote
Tynjanov, "is so important that I view rhyme as a particular kind
of rhythmical simile with a partial change in the rhyming mem
ber's basic feature or the foregrounding of its vacillating fea
tures. Its significance as a powerful semantic lever is beyond any
doubt."63
Tynjanov's The Problem of Verse Language was the most signifi
cant criticism of the early OPOJAZ notion of poetic language
and the linguistic model that underlies it. Yet, despite such for
midable opposition, the linguistic model and its key notion of
poetic language did not vanish from Formalist discourse. Quite
the contrary : this synecdoche not only survived the movement
that spawned it, but after receiving a powerful boost from
Prague Structuralism during the thirties and forties, continued
into the present day. The reemergence of this theoretical model
after its OPOJAZ critique was the work of the second wing of the
Formalist movement whose institutionalized center was the
Moscow Linguistic Circle. In particular, the genius of the vice
chairman of this group, Roman Jakobson, invested the linguistic
model with a depth and sophistication that it had lacked in the
early days of OPOJAZ. We now arrive at the complex topic of
Jakobsonian poetics.
63. Ibid . , p. 1 09 ; p. 1 1 7 .

